E9780 EXTREME PREJUDICE (USA, 1987)
(Other titles: Ricercati: ufficialmente morti)

Credits: 
director, Walter Hill ; writer, Deric Washburn, Harry Kleiner ; story, John Milius.

Cast: 
Nick Nolte, Powers Boothe, Michael Ironside, Maria Conchita Alonso.

Summary: 
Action/adventure film set in the contemporary Texas-Mexico border region. Jack Benteen (Nolte) is a Texas Ranger whose goal is to clean up the Mexican drug traffic. On the other side of the Rio Grande stands Cash Bailey (Boothe), a ruthless narcotics kingpin who'll stop at nothing to get his way. These two men - friends since childhood - now bitter adversaries have only the love a woman (Alonso) left between them. Secretly, a government commando team (of Vietnam veterans) moves into town. Their mission: to steal the millions of drug dollars stashed in the local bank. The heist forces Benteen and Bailey into a final confrontation.
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